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 FOREWORD

 Leonard  Marcus’s dizzying array of achievements as a writer and  

historian in the field of children’s literature has made him a revered 

figure. The fact that  he is also modest, discreet,  low-  key, and a nice guy 

in person adds to his being one of my heroes.

The thoughtfulness and appreciation that went into his latest col-

lection of interviews, and his use of the phrase “Life  Outside the Box” 

in his  subtitle, inspire these thoughts from my own experience with the 

graphic novel as the author of  Stitches.

I long had it in the back of my mind to write a memoir of my youth. 

For years I could only imagine this as an extended work of prose, which 

is to say that it was doomed never to become a book.  Drawing, for me, 

is as natural as breathing, but prose, quite frankly, is hard. When I  

discovered the graphic novel form, it made my fingers itch to render 

my memoir in panels equating to frames in a movie. It gave me the 

opportunity to expand my visual storytelling from the necessarily tight 

strictures of the  thirty-two-page picture book format in which I had long 

been working.

What, then, did I make? It’s not a picture book, not a film, and I cer-

tainly wouldn’t call it a comic.  Rather, it shifts around among all these 
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genres like a blob of mercury, and I felt that shifting motion  while I 

worked. It was an exhilarating experience. I could not lay claim to hav-

ing done anything truly new, but, to me, it felt fresh.

As  Leonard recounts in his introduction, a war of words continues 

to rage over what this sort of book should be  called and how it should 

be classified. I like to think of  Stitches as “slow film,” but that term cer-

tainly doesn’t apply to every sequential visual narrative. Who knows 

what term will finally take hold? All I know is that it was thanks to this 

new form that my book was, at long last, born.

 Deciding where to slot  Stitches caused challenges (I once found it 

in the “ Crafts”  section of  Barnes &  Noble with the books on sewing.) 

and at least one major debate when it was nominated for a  National 

Book  Award in the  young  adult category. Some saw Stitches as written 

for adults,  while others saw it as a perfect book for teens. It must have 

been difficult for my publisher, W. W.  Norton, to know exactly where to 

place  Stitches, and it became upsetting when  self-  appointed “authori-

ties” online blasted it for having been first issued as an  adult book, then 

repositioned in the  young  adult category to give it a better shot at an 

NBA. They thought this was covetous. It was!  Everyone wants to win a 

 National Book  Award. But the dispute was not about the quality of my 

book; it was about pigeonholing.

We must not denigrate the taxonomists among us. (They are there to 

tell us which drawer to find our socks in. This is important. ) Nor should 

we ignore the concerns of  marketing  departments. What we must never 

do is listen to these folks  while we draw and write.  Art-  making at its 

best is a confrontation with the mysterious and the irrational. If we lis-

ten to the  people concerned mainly with classification or marketing, 

we end up not making honest and true works of art, but only product, 

 rubber-  stamped and made to fit into a prefab box that might as well be 

a casket.

In so many of the interviews in  Comics  Confidential, the artists, when 

asked what they were like as  children, tell us that they were nerds. That 

is code for those who are born to a life perpetually outside the box. 
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 Those who grow up on the  periphery of  normality are like astronauts 

forever circling the earth in their own private  capsules. It is a lonely 

life, but in fact, the view from up there is better, broader, and more  all- 

 encompassing than the average person’s. When nerds come to accept 

and appreciate their condition, when they begin using their typewriters, 

computers, and art supplies to pass the time in their dark passage, and 

when, above all, they take advantage of the view, they  rule.

I applaud  Leonard  Marcus and all of the sweet  people (some of them 

my friends) whom he has chosen to honor by interviewing them for this 

book. It’s like a homecoming for  life-  travelers who are forever in orbit, 

seeking new forms in which to express themselves. 

David Small
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A funny thing happened to some of the millions of kids who grew 

up over the last few decades devouring comic books and the daily 

cartoon strips they read in their local newspapers. They became com-

ics  creators —     artists and writers who, instead of outgrowing their 

childhood love for word balloons and spindly action drawings, chose 

instead to pour their hearts and souls into the genre.  Making comics 

became their career. Even more than that, it became their life’s work. 

 While some realized their dream by taking jobs at big commercial pub-

lishers like DC and  Marvel, others pursued a less  clear-  cut path. They  

simply sat down and started to write and draw, often in the beginning 

just for the entertainment of their friends.  Before long these indepen-

dent, or “indie,” comics creators began to meet one another at com-

ics shops and conventions, at book fairs, and via the  Internet. They 

inspired, challenged, and fed off one another. To their amazement, they 

discovered that artists and writers like  themselves —     and fans  too —     were 

all around the world. In time book publishers noticed what they were up 

to as well.  Without quite realizing it, these indie artists and writers had 

invented a new art  form —     a new kind of book for which  people at first 

did not have a name. By the early 2000s, the books were everywhere.

INTRODUCTION
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 Because the new books (unlike traditional comics) were often a 

hundred or more pages long and because they generally told a story, 

some  people began calling them “graphic novels.” The label worked 

well  enough —     except for the fact that many of the books were not fic-

tion but memoirs, histories, and other kinds of nonfiction. Even so, the 

name “graphic novel” had a solid, impressive ring that helped persuade 

the  doubters —     of which there were a great many at  first —     to give the 

quirky, at times wholly  uncategorizable creations a chance.

In the  United  States, comic books had always had their critics as well 

as their fans. No sooner had the first  ten-  cent  action-  adventure comics 

appeared on newsstands during the 1930s than librarians and teach-

ers raised the alarm.  These  well-  intentioned naysayers feared that  two- 

 fisted  tales about superheroes like  Superman and  Green  Lantern might 

“overexcite” young readers. They considered comics a waste of the time 

that could be better spent on  Caldecott and  Newbery  Medal winners. 

 Children by the millions loved the comics  anyway —     and often read 

them in secret under the covers at night, when their parents thought 

they were asleep.

 Opposition peaked in the 1950s when an  American psychiatrist 

named  Fredric  Wertham published a  best-  selling critique in which he 

argued that action and horror comics encouraged young  people to turn 

to a life of crime. The U.S.  Senate held hearings to determine if this was 

true. Out of fear for what might result from the investigation, the pub-

lishers of comic books established the  Comics Code, a  self-  censoring 

scheme that set strict guidelines for  acceptable story  content —     and put 

a damper on comics creativity for years to come.  Against the backdrop 

of this history of fearsome opposition, the new graphic novelists had 

their work cut out for them to win an  audience —     and  respect —     for their 

indie enterprise.

The turning point came with the publication of Art  Spiegelman’s 

Maus: A  Survivor’s  Tale: My  Father  Bleeds  History (1986) and Maus II: A 

 Survivor’s  Tale: And Here My  Troubles  Began (1991), a harrowing  comics- 

 formatted saga about the artist’s father’s  Holocaust experience. In 1992   
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Spiegelman received a  Pulitzer  Prize for his monumental  work —     

unprecedented recognition that prompted many to rethink the old  

truism that nothing that looked even remotely like a comic book could 

possibly be a real work of art.

 After  Spiegelman’s triumph, things began to change.  Readers became 

increasingly aware of the graphic novel’s long,  many-  stranded history. 

It was a history, they learned,  which —     in addition to  Superman,  Batman, 

and the  like —     included  nineteenth-   and  twentieth-  century  Chinese 

illustrated manhua and  Japanese illustrated manga  tales; the news-

paper strips of  nineteenth-   and  twentieth-  century  Europe and  America; 

the experimental wordless novels of the  Belgian artist  Frans  Masereel 

and the  American Lynd Ward; and from the 1960s and 1970s, the edgy 

“underground comix” of  Robert  Crumb,  Spiegelman, and others. As the 

new books won broader acceptance and were given a place on public 

library and bookstore shelves, more and more creators and fans came 

to refer to the books by the simpler,  old-  fashioned term “comics.” As 

this change occurred, the genre itself was changing:  while a great many 

of the first graphic novels had dealt with nightmarish and forbidden 

fantasies, disturbing personal histories, and other “dark” material, now 

lighter, more playful books entered the mix. Some artists and writers 

even began to make comics for beginning readers.

Why did all this happen? One reason has to do with our living in 

a time when written communication is more  fast-  paced and tightly 

packed than ever before, and when visual images play an  ever-  greater 

 role in how information travels. The creators of comics are masters of 

both these contemporary shorthand languages. They are, in fact, as 

knowingly in sync with the way we codify and share our thoughts today 

as anyone alive.

 Another explanation may come from quite a different source: 

the intensely personal, even intimate feel of comics as an art form. 

 Although comics are often published today in glossy commercial edi-

tions, they still retain much of the idiosyncratic, homemade appeal 

they had when indie artists were first cobbling them together on the fly, 
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one  hand-  drawn frame and  hand-  lettered speech balloon at a time. No 

wonder comics creators and fans continue to see themselves as members 

of a  close-  knit —     albeit  global —     community.

The artists and writers we meet in these pages are among the most 

talented comics creators working today.  While nearly all are themselves 

lifelong comics fans, they came to their work by way of a surprising 

variety of backgrounds, including biology, computer science, filmmak-

ing, painting, and acting. Not surprisingly, the stories they have to tell 

take off in an abundance of equally  unpredictable directions.

 Accompanying each interview is a  one-   or  two-  page comic created 

especially for this book, and a sampling of preliminary sketches and/

or manuscript pages. Each of these comics was made in response to the 

same  open-  ended invitation to produce a story about “the city.” Just 

what city it would be was for the artist to decide. A city of the past, 

present, or future? An imaginary city? All were fair game. Why cities? 

 Great urban centers with their diverse populations and feverish concen-

trations of big dreams and new ideas have a fantastic dimension all 

their own. As such, cities have captivated comics masters from  Winsor 

 McCay ( Little Nemo) and  Hergé (The  Adventures of  Tintin) to Will  Eisner 

(The  Spirit) and Bob Kane and Bill  Finger ( Batman). I was curious to see 

what each of the thirteen gifted storytellers in this book would do with 

the challenge. You will want to take your own close look at their singu-

lar responses. The stories they tell here about themselves are equally 

 surprising and inspiring. Theirs are true stories from the labyrinth of 

childhood, school, and growing up; real-life tales of high adventure on 

the page and screen.
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